
Stealth's 2024 Preview: 
A Strategic Outlook for the Future

As we conclude a dynamic 2023, Stealth finds itself poised for the opportunities that
2024 holds. Your steadfast support has been integral to our success, laying a robust
foundation for the journey ahead. We are pleased to offer insights into the
forthcoming developments for the Stealth community.

2023 Recap: Resilience & Achievements

In the face of global challenges, our collective commitment to resilience propelled us
through 2023. We successfully stabilized our supply chain, optimizing lead times
and production capacity to meet your needs promptly. Continuous improvement
initiatives streamlined workflows and enhanced overall operational effectiveness,
elevating the customer experience.

Tech Unveil 2024: Our Product & Tech Roadmap Promises Cutting-Edge
Innovations & Extended Product Lifecycle!

Exciting News for 2024 – We are thrilled to share our Product & Technology
roadmap, affirming our commitment to Innovation, Extended Product lifecycles
and Expansion to Latest Technological Upgrades. 

In Q2 2024, brace yourself for the launch of our All-New 12th Gen Rugged
Industrial Panel PCs (All-In-One). We will be extending the lifecycle of our
products with upgrades like the latest 13th Gen 2U Rack PCs and Servers. Plus,
stay tuned for the unveiling of the Next-gen Ultra Small Form Factor - Industrial
Fanless PC this year. Get ready to experience cutting-edge technology! 
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Our dedicated team is working on game-changing features and products, promising 
advanced technology, a new product category, and improved user experiences 
through our Customer Dashboard & Website. Online presence enhancements will 
streamline your ability to view, quote, and procure our products, making configuring 
your Solution even simpler.

QUESTION OR COMMENTS? CONNECT OR CHAT WITH US !

Join Us in the Future Journey

Embark on the thrilling journey into 2024 with us! Together, let's push boundaries,
foster innovation, and co-create a future reflecting the shared values of our vibrant
Stealth community.

Wishing you a Prosperous & Happy New Year!

The Stealth Team

LEARN MORE

Coming Soon 
New Site, New Configurator, New Account Dashboard ..
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